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Joint Work of Two Identical Synchronous Generators with
Common RL Load
G. A. Leonov, F. F. Rodyukov, G. Söderbacka
A mathematical model for the joint work of two identical synchronous generators with common symme
-
tric RL load is constructed. The static stability of the model is eramined.
1 Introduction
On cosmic stations the autonomous electricity supply for different electrophysical devices and for keepin
g
the system alive consists of two identical synchronous generators, the rotors of which are
rotating in
opposite directions. The last property is principal just for cosmic stations, because it ensures that the
summarized angular momentum is equal to zero. In this paper we consider one case of the function of
such generators with symmetrical RL load.
2 Mathematical Model
As a mathematical model for the synchronous generator (SG) we take equations (1) from Eirola et
al. (1996). For simplification in the equations instead of the currents iu and iv we introduce the new
variables zu and zu according to the formulas
iu zit/11‘ — barfl'u — of cow
(1)
. 1 .
l1, 2 zum — barqu + Uf Slnl/
In the presence of damping circuits in the new variables the equations assume the form
wu Z Plka _ aswu _ uuc
wz' Z *W—Üu A 0(5de l ui'r‘
i711 : D‘Tl' — Qrf-ru + Wu
(2)
in : “V‘Eu _ arf-rz' 'i‘ WP
9:8 V:’Yk_7:7k*7+9
s : —<5[bdrf(w,.ru A out?) + upr cos 1/ + w“ sin I!) + m]
um and MIT are the voltages on the RL load which are as mentioned above the same for both phases “
u”
and “U"
U'ur : Linc 7 AM“,un + spine
(3)
“zu? : UPC + 7k‘UuC + schn‘
As the RL load of all of the phases of the generators is the same, the first law of Kirchhoff must be
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satisfied.
iuc :iu1 +i112 y
(4)
ilrf : Zivl +
The magnetic currents corresponding to the phases of the stators of SG are also summarized on the RL
load. Assuming that these currents are directed on ferromagnetic cores. that is without loss, we can
write them, according to an analog of Kirchhoff’s first law
q’uc : (Dal "l" ‘I’u2
(5)
(I’m: : (pp-l + (IM-2
Multiplying equations (5) with the number of turns ms of the stator windings of the SG we pass to flux
linkages
wuc : ”(l/‚Jul + $112)
wee : n(wvl + 1/512)
where n : wC/ws (m is the number of turns in the inductivity coil of the RL load)
Substituting expressions (4) and (6) into expressions (3) and the last ones into the first two equations
for each of the two identical SG, we get
T2111 : Wkwvl _ aswul ‘ “(wul 'l" («Dull + Ük’ÄU/‘ul + U1‚v2)'
7€C[f-L(UJ„1 + Uhu) 7 bar/(IM + rug) — Uf((i()5 1/1 + cos 1/2)]
wvl : —’)’kwu1 — OsuH-x _7L(l;i1'l + U10) Ü ÄYkn(d/'u1 'l' UBUZ)‘
754501)“ + um) 7 barfmm + + uf(sin 1/1 + sin 1/3)]
. A . (7)
um = “Mm-2 7051m: — "(hm + um) + MUMM + M2)-
Vgplfitd/‘ui + wqu * borflrul + mug) 7 uf(_cos 1/1 + cos 1/2)]
1:11") : —’;(k U’u‘l "' Üsuv‘l M ”(U-"1‘! + LENZ) — Fi'kn/(L‘ul + Um?)—
-E,~[f—L('L'U1 +1„’1-2)'—bflrf(171.1 + + uf(sin V1 + sin 1/3)]
Forming the differences between the <‘(n‘responding equatitnis in equations (7) we get
loilul A LINZ : Ä'k(u'rl _ VFB) _ (Riyal ‘ Llu'll
1:11,] 7 1.5,.3 : 7&k(zw„1 7 um) — mtqu 7 Lug) (8)
3 Static Stability
\Vitli the notations L'“ : um 713113 and 2;,» z (‚'„1 7 21,3. equations (S) become
1"“ :: A'A'I'yl‘ 7 (131!“
tr} : —«.ki_;u — (ism
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Clearly, in the steady-state regime of the system 1/)” : 0 and LOU : 0, and because we are interested in
the static stability we assume um : um and um = w“. Using these conditions and neglecting small
terms arf ~ 10—2 compared with terms of order uf ~ 1 and introducing the notations
:
the mathematical model assumes the following form:
Usul 1' 'l/kwvl — Wm + EUf(COS 1/1 + COS V2)
1/}„1 : Amp“ — awn + Euf(sin 1/1 + sin 1/2)
iui = 1911111 ' arf$u1+ Wui
im = “19123111 — arf$1il+ ml
13112 : „211.12 _ arf$u2 + will
_ ‘ (9)
131/2 Z ”VZIuZ _ arfIUZ + wul
91 I 51
(92 :— 82
31 Z —Ö[barf(1/1u11u1 "wuiIvil+uf(7/Jvi C031/1 +U1u1 Sin Vil+m1l
32 E —5[b0rf(1/1u137u2 —wulrv2)+uf(wvl COS 1/2 “Fl/Jul Sin V2)+m2]
We now write system (9) in the projections on the d—q—axis rigidly tied to the rotor of the first SG. We
have to set 1/1 : 0. Then 7k : 71 : T — 91 and V2 : 7k ~ 7' + 02 : 62 — 91. The first two equations of
this system assume the form
um : (1 — 51Wqu M awd1+ Euf(1 + cosO)
wa : ‘(1 — 31)de ' Cit/1w +€uf sin6
As 31 is close to zero we will neglect it compared with unity. Then the order of the system can be
decreased introducing the new variables c9 : 91 — 62 and s : 51 — 32. Finally the system assumes the
following form (um, wa we denote by w, wg and introduce Am : m1 — 7712):
Lüd : wg — awd +5uf(1 +C059)
wq : —L0d — awq + Eu; sinf)
im Z -CerId1 + 112d
:lfql Z *OtrfIql + liq
(10)
1'42 : <9.qu — Ozrfxd'z + Ud
17‘,» : 51mg A (IrfJJq-g + 'qu
r9 : s
s :—6{barf[wq (xd1—1d2)~wd(rql—zqg )]+uf [W sin (Hum 1—cos 6)]+Am}
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Determining the equilibrium we get the equation
SHIÜO : e7§é%£f; (11)
where ß : auf/(1+ (12).
From this equality we get the necessary conditions for stability.
sin 00 g O Am 3 Qafluf (12)
Because Ö ~ 10'3 to 104, the electrical variables are slow compared with the mechanical variables 6
and 5. Clearly the fast subsystem has a unique asymptotically stable solution (in it the slow variables
are assumed constant). The exponentially decreasing terms do not affect averaging the slow subsystem.
Therefore to examine the stability of the equilibria of equation (11) it is only necessary to substitute into
it the partial solution of the “fast” subsystem (assuming the derivates of the “fast” electrical variables
to be zero). After examining the stability of the whole system by elementary calculations we get the
second order system
9:23
s" : —6[2ba‚f(1 + ag)‚62—f—s—+—?(1 + c086) + 204,31” sin6 + Am]
Orr] .
The characteristic equation of the corresponding linearized equation has the form
6bfl2A2 + 2 arf (1 + a2)(1+ C0500)/\ + QÖaßuf 00590 : 0
 
From the equation it follows that
cosB > 0
is a necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of the system. Finally, using also condition (12)
we conclude that for stable equilibrium the angle 90 is in the fourth quadrant.
¥£80<27T
Thereby the second of the conditions (12) must be satisfied.
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